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  Abstract New data services are increasing demand on a data 
rate in access systems. The emerging technology, which 
allows high speed broadband wireless access, is WiMAX. 
This technology is based on the IEEE 802.16 family of 
standards. There exist several versions, which differ mainly 
among support of user mobility. This paper is focused on the 
description of full mobile WiMAX and presents an overview 
of the handover types and the procedures used during 
movement of users.  

I.    INTRODUCTION 
 

4.1 Handover Topology 
 
As explained already in the chapters before that in 802.16e the 
reasons for handover in detail. In network  
 
topology in 802.16e MS is served whereas base stations 
BS1~BSn regionally manage and control the MS. On moving 
out of  MS from any BS like BS1 the handover becomes 
mandatory. The figure below shows the dissection of handover 
process [32]. 
 
 

 
 
 

II. Difficulty Classification 
 
  The serving BS on set intervals send messages to MS 
regarding channel information about the neighbour BS'susing  
MOB_NBR-ADV. When the strength of the signal goes down 
MOB_SCN-REQ is sent by MS   to the serving BS whereas it 
receive MOB_SCN-RSP message as a result in order to get 
the scanning time interval. At the end of above processes the 
target BS's are selected by MS depending on the signal 
strength as well as response time calculated during scanning. 
MS sends MOB_MSHO-REQ message to the serving BS. 
MOB_MSHO-RSP message is received as a result of final 
selection of the target BS lets assume BS3. 
When the MOB_HO-IND message is issues by MS the actual 
handover occurs in a result making network re-entry.  
 



The figure below shows the scanning process in the example 
context in detail as explained above [32] 
 
As a result of MOB_SCN-REQ and MOB_SCN-RSP 
messages MS receive time interval regarding scanning. After 
that MS scan the adjacent BSs using the process of  
synchronization as well as association. After the above 
processes CINR (carrier-tointerference-and-noise ratio) is 
calculated [33] also the relative delay for adjacent BS. 
Incoming data is buffered while termination of transmission 
towards MS in the scanning process. Also the scnning of 
neighbouring BSs is done sequentially in contrast to 
simultaneous scanning. As a result of sequential scanning the 
process is stretched which further pauses the transmission of 
data towards MS making the system's performance down.  
 
 

 
 
 III. Different Threats and Vulnerabilities. 
 

A. Deauthentication Attack 
 
• Negotiation: On completion of scanning MOB_MSHO-
REQ message is sent by MS and utilizing list of target BSs 
serving BS starts HO pre_notification procvedure including 
the MS identification, bandwidth as well as QoS needed by 
MS in context of backbone network. Validation of MS 
performance expectaion is carried out on reception of HO 
pre_notification response by serving BS. These sets of 
activities are known as negotiation and are critical for 
selection of target BS finally. Following figure shows the 
negotiation process [34] 
 
In the above figure BS is being served by BS1 whereas BS3 
and BS4 constitute target list for BS. It also   displays the 

procedure of target BS slection which in this case is BS3 in 
result of negotiation done using backbone network. In the 
above figure BS3 is selected as a result of its capability of 
QoS required by MS. 
 The point focused in proposed scheme is that target BS 
selection during handover process is done in two portions. 
That is scanning of neighbour BSs is achieved in IEEE 
802.16e before selection of any BS as target also after 
negotiating target BS is selected by serving BS. Contrary to 
that in conventional algorithm  selection of target BS takes 
place using the 'scanning negotiation' way. Whereas it is 
opposite in case of proposed scheme where the sequence of 
negotiation scanning is reversed which in turn lessens the BSs 
scanning. On issuance of MOB_SCN-REQ message for time 
interval, all the neighbouring BSs are negotiated through the 
backbone network by the serving BS.  
 
The neighbouring BSs notify back using HO pre_notification 
response which provides the MS information regarding 
performance, after each of them get notification from serving 
BS about information regarding MS identification as well as 
required bandwidth along with QoS. 
 
The BSs unable to provide QoS as per MS requirement are 
eliminated and MOB_SCN-RSP message is sent by the 
serving BS. As a result only the BSs satisfying the conditions 
are scanned by MS and at the end of scanning the target BS is 
already selected. CINR checking for neighbouring BS is done 
for single target BS estimation based on the list of QoS 
satisfying BSs. In other words then neighboring BS with most 
suitable CINR is processes only. 
 

4.2 Redundancies in MAC Layer Handover Process 
  

Real handover process is done after network topology phase in 
IEEE 802.16e MAC layer handover procedure[35]. In the 
process of network topology mere one BS selection is done, 
making potential redundancy in scanning provided many BSs 
are selected for scanning process for target BS.  Also as the 
data transmission is stoped during the scanning process the 
throughput becomes little in case scanning processes take too 
much of the available resources. In case of change in the 
neighbouring BSs channel quality the calculations may be of 
no use and a considerable amount of system resources may be 
utilized without any purpose. 
 
In the three way handshake as well as the resellection of cell's 
process the downlink data may be received by MS from the 
serving BS and there is also possibility of sending uplink data.  
The link between serving BS and MS can be finished on 
reception of HO-IND message by the serving BS, which 
carries information regarding connection release as well as 
handover start. The paused or in other words in buffer data 
transmission is normalized after re-entering target BS 
procedure.  
 



 

 

4.3 Cost-Effective Target BS Selection Scheme  
 
The serving BS provides the channel information depending 
on which MS do the scanning of the neighbouring BSs, this 
process is done before making the handover decision. On the 
completion of the scan process negotiation is done between 
serving BS and the target BSs using backbone network 
message, as a result one target BS is filtered out which fulfils 
the requirements I.e bandwidth as well as QoS as per request 
of MS. As discussed earlier during the scanning process by 
MS data transmission is halted by buffering that in the 
allocated buffers which somehow decrease system 
prformance. In parallel with this mobility factor also needs 
consideration therefore consideration of adaptive channel 
scanning technique [36] is beneficial to be considered.  
In the proposed scheme by negotiating the neigbouring BSs 
unwanted BSs are eliminated before scan process. Information 
regarding bamdwidth and QoS is sent to neighbouring BSs 
using backbone nettwork message before MS starts scanning 
[37].  
The protocol calculates the MS' required performance by the 
response given by neighbouring BSs provided the service is 
given by the respective BS. In this way only the BSs satisfying 
the demands are scanned by the MS. As a result the list of BSs 
to be scanned is reduced as well as the time in turn minimizing 
system interruptions. 
 

Fig 1: De-authentication attack [20] 

 
B.   Replay Attack 
 

In the context of above figure (BS2 to BS4) belong to 
neighbouring BSs group whereas BS1 is the serving BS,. Also 
from the list of neighbouring BSs BS4 is unable to meet the 
QoS requiremenmts contrary to BS2 and BS3. Therefore while 
negotiation process BS4 is excluded and is out of scanning 
process. In short only BS2 and BS3 are included in scanning 
process. After receiving the MOB_SCN-REQ message HO 
pre,_notification is transmitted by BS1 to BS2, BS3 and BS4 
in order to inform them about MS ID and other information 
like badwidth and QoS requirements.  
 
BS1 is informed by HO pre_notification response about 
BS2and BS3 adequacy about MS demanded QoS requirements 
and also inadequacy of BS4 in this regard. This information is 
received by MS through MOB_SCN-RSPmessage making it 
scan the filtered list containing BS2 and BS3 only. After the 
calculations using information provided by scanning process 
BS3 is taken as target BS. On contrary to this in the normal 
process all neighbouring BSs are scanned taking down system 
performance because of more transmission suspensions in 
scan procedure. In parallel to this the procedure of negotiation 
is done using backbone network which in turns doesnt halt 
transmission. Thats the reason that before the scan process 
negotiation is done to figure out the MS demand fulfilling 
BSs. And in this way the selected list of BSs is scanned 
making amount of scans lesser and in result taking down halts 
in transmissions. 
 
 

4.4 Fast Ranging and Pre-registration  
 
Handover delay in IEEE 802.16e is done most in target 
network re-entering process. Its also logical to say that lower 
the handover delay more are the chances of successful 
handovers. So we can safely say that optimization of network 
re-entering process in context of reducing handover delay can 
surely make the system performance better. Target BS is told 
in fast ranging [39] about provision of dedicated ranging for 
MS. For broadcasting UL-MAP message by MS 
Fast_Ranging_IE is used to give uplink possibility to 
MS.There remains no need for contention based ranging by 
MS after the target BS gives possibility of dedicated ranging. 
In result reducing the time for ranging. 
 
Before handover target BS gets the information about 
authentication as well as service flow of MS using backbone 
network in the process of pre-registration [40]. Therefore there 
remains no need of information from authorization server by 
target BS through backbone, in result reducing the time period 
of handover process. But its also fact that target BS still needs 
to give CID using REQ-RSP message updation to MS though 
it know about the information regarding service flow and 
authentication. This in turn makes the pre-registration time to 
almost half of the overall registration process time period. 
Utilizing Fast_Ranging_IE there is provided opportunity to 
MS for a dedicated ranging, whereas using pre-registration 



service flow as well as authentication information is got by 
target BS. Hence making the re-entering process faster and in 
simple words handover delay is decreased making more 
chances of successful handover. 
 
C.   Base Station Spoofing 
 

Conclusion 
 
In the thesis we have analyzed and studied IEEE802.16e 
architecture and handover mechanism indepth. During the 
process of handover there are present some problems which 
make it delayed. It is also a fact that WiMax is still in the 
phase of improvement and needs special attention on the 
process of handover optimization.The handover delay causes 
some problems in the overall quality and at the application 
layer the effect is most critical, which may cause some time 
crtical and real time applications to suffer or potentially 
disturb the actually wanted results. 
 
In the analysis we have figured out some of the factors making 
the handover process delay hence making QoS down. We 
have also proposed some schemes like CTBS, Fast ranging 
and pre-registration mechanism for the optimization of 
handover process. The CTBS is used to for the negotiating 
process before the scan process and is able to lessen the 
scanning time in the procedure of acquiring the topology 
whereas the delay can be reduced by fast ranging and pre 
registration. 
  
In short these schemes can improve the use of resources and 
hence increase efficiency and reduce handover delay.  We 
have also discussed the security threats and some of their 
solutions briefly. The security threats in this document are 
divided on the basis of physical and MAC layer. Although 
there is a security layer between these two layers but still there 
are many deficiencies in WiMax because of the wireless and 
mobility communication in general. However these 
deficiencies can be taken care of by implementing some new 
solutions, some of which are already discussed in this 
document. 
 
 
Fig : Base Station spoofing by a rogue node [21].   
 
D.   MAC Address Spoofing 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
E.   Attacks on Carrier Sense Transmission  
 
    IV. Security Improvement 
 
 
A.   Mutual Authentication 
 
 
B.   Replay Attack Prevention. 
 
 
C.   Man in Middle Attack and Denial of Service (DoS) Attack 
Prevention. 
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